Chicago Prayer Vigil Call
"Freedom's Flame Rekindled in the Heart of America"
December 2-4, 2005

Om Mani Padme Hum   OM

In the name of the beloved mighty victorious Presence of God I AM in me, my very own beloved Holy Christ/Buddha Self and Holy Christ Buddha Selves of all mankind, beloved Saint Germain and Portia, beloved Valiant, Godfre and Lotus, mighty Victory and Justina, Goddess of Light, Queen of Light, El Morya, Lady Adelphia, Angel Deva of the Jade Temple, beloved Lanello and the Buddha Mother, we call to the legions of angels from out of the Great Silence, legions of angels from the Great Cosmic Void and the Buddhas of the Pleiades for the God-victory of the Freedom's Flame Rekindled in the Heart of America event taking place at 4339 Elm Street and the Comfort Inn at 3010 Finley Road in Downers Grove, Illinois on December 2 - 4.

We call for the arcing of the light from Taiwan to Chicago and to the Wellspring Retreat in Emigrant, Montana. We re-invoke now the pumping of the light energy into the Chicago area in a great circumference of fire. Let the demagnetization of the nuclear power plants be made manifest within the Chicago area! We now invoke dispensations from the Karmic Board for the greatest possible opportunity for Chicago to come forth, and we ask that our prayers be multiplied and used to the greatest extent possible in assisting Saint Germain as he “goes to bat” for us in requesting these dispensations.

With hearts filled with gratitude, we accept the rod of fire placed in the heart of Chicago and in Downers Grove by Saint Germain and add our momentum of light and spiritual support to this pillar. We invoke cosmic synchronicity into the outplay of all activities at this event.

Beloved Archangel Michael and legions of blue lightning angels, we call for the absolute God-protection of all who are involved in the vigil: our Messengers, David Lewis and Rebecca Brainard, those giving presentations and all new heart friends. Protect each one as they travel, and place a diamond bubble of blue fire around the Hearts Center of Chicago.

We joyously accept and reaffirm the motto of Chicago, the heart chakra of America: I WILL! I WILL! I WILL!

In the name of Jesus the Christ, bind all opposition and lashback to this event! Let the light blaze forth in the heart chakra of America!

Always Victory! Always Victory! Always Victory!

In the fullness of your cosmic joy, we accept this prayer manifest here and now with full love, wisdom and power, anchored in the earth, air, fire and water, and tangibly manifest in our lives and in the lives of all evolutions of light throughout cosmos!

Om Mani Padme Hum   OM